Comparative studies on the lysosomal association of monomeric 239Pu and 241Am in rat and Chinese hamster liver: analysis with sucrose, metrizamide, and Percoll density gradients of subcellular binding as dependent on time.
The binding of 239Pu and 241Am in the livers of Chinese hamsters and rats was analyzed by centrifugation of a mitochondrial-lysosomal fraction in sucrose, metrizamide, and Percoll density gradients at intervals between 4 and 70 days after nuclide injection. The behavior of 239Pu and 241Am during the centrifugation experiments was very similar. In contrast to the results for rats, the median densities of the nuclide profiles from hamsters decrease with time in hyperosmolar sucrose gradients, as does the nuclide fraction liberated by addition of Triton X-100, and the nuclide profiles do not respond typically to Triton WR 1339 treatment of the animals. The results with nearly iso- osmolar metrizamide gradients, together with those for Percoll, agree with the assumption that there is an initial lysosomal association of the transuranium elements. It was concluded from the results that the major fraction of 239Pu and 241Am remained bound to typical lysosomes in rat liver, whereas those in hamster liver may be transformed into telolysosomes . Possibly, a vesicular biliary transport system for certain heavy metals, for which evidence exists in rat liver, does not occur in Chinese hamster liver.